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 Preface 

I 
 In August of 1994, the Office of Community Service-Learning at Au~sburg College offered a week­
long institute on service-learning for faculty members from Augsburg College. The institute was 
funded by a grant from the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board under the Youth Works 
I Higher Education Program of the Minnesota Youth Works Act of 1993. During the first part of the week, faculty members who had previously used service-learning in their classes met to discuss the 
philosophical and practical aspects of service-learning and to design the remainder of the workshop for 
I others who were developing course-related service components. The institute participants spent the 
third day doing community service through Project in Pride for Living and experienced the satisfactions 

and challenges that go along with this activity. The remainder of the institute was spent "deconstruct­
I ing" the service experience, hearing from community service agency representatives, and developing 

ways that service-learning could be used in a variety of disciplines and courses at Augsburg. 

I At some point during the institute, Andy Aoki asked for a timeline and checklist of steps to follow 

I 

when incorporating service-learning into a course. No such list existed at the time, but now one does, 

and it appears on page 17 of this handbook. Essentially, the rest of this handbook represents an expan­

I 

sion of that checklist. The handbook is based on information that participants shared or developed at the 

institute, handouts provided by faculty who had previously used service-learning in their courses, con~ 

versations with a number of faculty and staff at Augsburg (especially Garry Hesser and Mary Laurel 

True) and at other colleges and universities, a variety of publications on service-learning, my own 
experiences with service-learning, and ideas that I wrote on dozens of Post-It notes during the institute. 
I A number of individuals have made substantial contributions to this handbook. Joseph A. Erickson 
(Education Department) and Norm Ferguson (Psychology Department) have given permission to includeI materials that they have developed. Garry Hesser (Sociology and Urban Studies Departments and 
Director of Experiential Education) wrote major sections of Part I. Cass Dalglish (English Department) 
designed the cover graphic. Mary Laurel True (Coordinator for Community Service-Learning) has I provided valuable insights about service-learning in general and has spent two years educating me about 
I 
ways that it works at Augsburg College. Mary's contributions have been essential in the conceptual 
development of the handbook. Mary True and Garry Hesser also assisted in editing the handbook and in 
helping assure the accuracy of the information; any factual errors that remain are attributable to me. 
Please point them out and they will be corrected in Version 2.0. 
Finally, users of this handbook should know that this is not the last word on service-learning. It's 
certainly not the first word either, but is an evolving document. As ideas arise, and things are tried that 
do work (or don't work), let Mary True know so that they can be included in future editions of the 
handbook. Please use the form at the end of the handbook to provide comments and feedback about 
Version 1.0 of the handbook 
I 
The handbook would not have been written without the impetus provided by the faculty participants 
at the 1994 Augsburg Summer Institute on Service-Learning. These were Andy Aoki, Cass Dalglish, I Mary Dean, Blanca-Rosa Egas, Norm Ferguson, Garry Hesser, Vicki Olson, Ron Palosaari, Kathy 
Schwalbe, and Bev Stratton. Their ideas and questions made it clear that such a handbook was needed. 
I 

I Victoria M. Littlefield, Ph.D. 

Augsburg College Psychology Department & 

Acting Director, Center for Faculty Development 

September, 1994 
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The Theoretical Background of 
Service Learningl 
, 

For the past several years, K-12 schools and 

college campuses around North America have 

seen numerous applications of an innovative 

instructional technique called service-learning, 

in which performance of community service is 

integrated with academic course goals. 

I 

Research and implementation of service­

learning has been spurred on by major endorse­

I 

ments from leaders of both political parties. 

These endorsements have brought with them 

substantial financial resources which have been 

I 

targeted toward engaging students in learning 

activities which help them understand and 

contribute to solutions for some of our nation's 

most troubling social problems: homelessness. 

illiteracy. poverty. hunger, etc. Because of this 

I proliferation of service-oriented activities at 
both the K-12 and post-secondary levels, ser­

vice-learning is a topic with which every teacher 
I should be acquainted. 

I 
 T?e application of the specific pedagogical 

I 

technIque called service-learning is relatively 

re~e~t, but its roots are very old. Many 

rel~glOus and cultural traditions have attempted 

I 

to Impress upon their adherents a service ethic 

from the common-good value of American ' 

Indian cultures, to the Good Samaritan story in 

the Christian tradition. Each of these traditions 
has held in high regard the importance of 
I service for the common good. 
In the history of North American education I field-based experience and service for the ' 
I 
common good characterize the work of such 
important psychologists as Kurt Lewin and John 
Dewey. Dewey's vision of a democratic 
I 
education has at its core an education which 
accomplishes much more than merely acquiring 
I 
faC~Ual mastery. Lewin's lifelong work to apply 
SOCIal research to solving social problems is also 
an example of a tradition of public service. In 
these two men's work .. we see service as a 
crucial element of what it means to be an 
I educated person. 
For examples 01 LUI;; "'"..............0 - & 
service-learning, we can also tum to Lewin and 
Dewey. Dewey emphasizes that experience is 
the foundation of all education. Lewin's often 
imitated experiential learning model gives a 
practical tool for analyzing the manner in which 
we introduce students to new ideas and the ways 
students integra~ this new knowledge into their 
lives. Each would argue that learning without 
practical experience is not only irrelevant, it is 
impossible. 
To be defined as a legitimate instructional 
technique. service-learning must deliver a 
rigorous academic experience for students. 
Service-learning always incorporates reflection 
on the service activity and its application to the 
content domain under investigation. Exemplary 
service-learning must also incorporate opportu­
nities for the development of higher-order 
thinking skills, e.g., decision making, problem­
solving, interpersonal skill building, coopera­
tion, etc. 
The unique combination of service and 
learning in the service-learning approach gives 
learners a unique opportunity to "do good" and 
at the same time realize more effective cognitive 
retention of important academic concepts. • 
1. Joseph A. Erickson, Augsburg Department of Educa­
tion. "A theoretical introduction to service-learning in the 
c1assroo~ and beyond." Adapted from a symposium 
presentation at the annual conference of the American 
Psychological Association, Los Angeles, August, 1994. 
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Defining Service-Learning 
As a fairly new approach, service-learning's definition is still evolving. 
Some of these definitions are given below. 
The National and Community Service Trust Act of 1993 states, 
"Service-learning means a method under which students ... 
learn and develop through active participation in thoughtfully 
organized service that: 
• 	 is conducted in and meets the needs of a community ... ; 
• 	 helps foster civic responsibility; 
• 	 is integrated into and enhances the academic curriculum of 
the students ... and 
• 	 includes structured time for students ... to reflect on the 
service experience." 
"A teaching/learning method that connects meaningful commu­
nity service experiences with academic learning, personal 
growth and development of civic responsibility." (Mark Langseth, 
Director of the Minnesota Campus Compact) 
"The principles behind [service-learning] are simple: 
• 	 Tie the often abstract features of academic learning to real 
social challenges 
• 	 Make learning useful. 
• 	 Awaken students to social, economic and cultural problems. 
• And help learners become teachers, and teachers learners." 
(Chris Anson, Associate Professor of English, University of Minnesota) 
"The goal is to blend service and learning goals and activities in 
such a way that the two reinforce each other and produce a greater 
impace than either could produce alone." (Fenstermacher, 1990) 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
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A Brief National History of 
Service-Learning1 
I During the late 1980s, there was a renewed 
interest in community and public service. Stu­
dents organized the Campus Outreach Opportu­I nity League (COOL), college presidents orga­
nized Campus Compact and the Bush Presiden­
I tial Campaign responded to Wingspread Na­tional Service gathering by initiating its "Points 
of Light" endeavors. Tutoring, soup kitchens,I and homeless shelters benefited from this resur­
gence of interest and commitment to community 
service. In addition, college faculty began ex­I 	 perimenting by integrating community service 
into their courses as a way to bring reflection 
and learning to the service experience. I However, it is well to remember that the ser­
vice-learning movement has a long history that 
I embraces the YMCA, 4-H, the Scouting move­
ment, and many campus ministry initiatives. 
They often combined service with exercises to I 	 reflect upon and learn from the experiences. 
More specifically, the late 1960s saw the emer­
gence of dozens of urban studies programs, of­I 	 ten consortia of colleges such as the Philadel­
phia l:rban Semester (Great Lakes Colleges of 
the MIdwest), Chicago Urban Semester (Associ­I ~ted Colleges of the Midwest) and the Twin Cit­
Ies Me~opolitan Urban Studies Term and City
I Arts .(HI~her Education Consortium for Urban AffaIrs, I.e., HECUA). All involved students in 
full semesters of community service internships I 	 us~ally 25-30 hours per week, with the rest of ' 
their academic programs focusing upon the is­
sue~ relat~d to the urban crisis and students' ex­I 	 pe~ences 10 their community service intern­
ships. During this same time period, many urban 
areas created Urban Corps to assist in placing 
I 
I thousands of work-study students in community 
and public service placements. 
In addition, the University Year of ACTION 
(1971, and re-funded through 1979) involved 
more than 10,000 students from over 100I 	 coll~ges ~d universities. The programs that sU~I.ved lOtegrated service-learning into the 
nusslons and curricula of their institutions. The I 	 term "service-learning" was coined and carried 
out in wide- ranging ways by higher education 
and state-wide initiatives in the southeastern 
part of the United States during the 1960s and 
1970s. The early "pioneers" learned that uni­
versities and students needed to respond to the 
priorities and needs identified by communities 
themselves or the service often degenerated into 
"patronizing charity" instead of service in 
concert with an equal partner. The communities 
themselves must decide their needs, and these 
decisions must drive service activities. Many of 
the early proponents met in 1974 to merge the 
urban center and service-learning organizations 
to form the National Society for Internships and 
Experiential Education (NSIEE), which led the 
Wingspread Conference of 1989 to create the 
"Principles of Good Practice in Combining 
Service and Learning." In 1990, NSIEE (now 
NSEE, the National Society for Experiential 
Education) published the three-volume Combin­
ing Service and Learning: A Resource Book/or 
Community and Public Service,2 which pulls 
together much of what was learned in the 60's, 
70's and 80's about service-learning. 
Those of us who have discovered and re­
discovered "service-learning" in the 1990s will 
be well served to remember and learn from the 
giants upon whose shoulders we stand, lest we 
try to re-invent the wheel or fail to learn from 
their successes and failures. Among other things 
that we have learned, and which form the 
backbone of emerging definitions of "service­
learning," is the critical importance of "syn­
ergy" and mutual "power sharing." Service­
earning is minimally a three-legged stool in 
which the interests and needs of the community, 
the student, anq the academic institution must be 
balanced. Each entity must be given and must 
take an equitable responsibility for the service 
and ~earning. When anyone of these foci takes a 
~asslve or subservient role, that is a time to ask 
If we have learned from history or whether we 
are really doing "service- learning." + 
1 Tbi ', s section was written by Garry Hesser, Depanments of 
Soclol~gy and, Urban Studies & Director of Experiential 
Education. It IS adapted from Combining Service QIId Le . . 
and based on h' . I 	 amlng.15 own mvo vement in this period of history, 
2 Av~lable in Augsburg's Office of Community Service­

Learnmg and in the Internship Office 
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Principles of Good Practice for 

Combining Service and Learning 

These principles resulted from extensive consul­
tation between the National Society for 
Internships and Experiential Education and 
more than 70 organizations interested in service 
and learning. In May, 1989, a small advisory 
group met at The Johnson Foundation's Wing­
spread Conference Center in Racine, Wisconsin, 
to compose the Preamble and the language of 
the ten PrinCiples of Good Practice that appear 
below. 
Preamble 
We are a nation founded upon active citizenship 
and participation in community life. We have 
always believed that individuals can and should 
serve. 
It is crucial that service toward the common 

good be combined with reflective learning to 

assure that service programs of high qUality can 

be created and sustained over time. and to help 

individuals appreciate how service can be a 

significant and ongoing part of life. Service, 

combined with learning. adds value to each and 

transforms both. 

Those who serve and those who are served are 

thus able to develop the informed judgment, 

imagination, and skills that lead to a greater 

capacity to contribute to the common good. 

The Principles that follow are a statement of 
. what we believe are essential components of 
good practice. We invite you to use them in the 
context of your particular needs and purposes. 
From Kendall, Jane C. and Associates. (1990). Combin­
ing service and learning: A resour~e book/or c~mmunity 
and public service. Volumel. Raleigh, NC: National 
Society for Internships and Experiential Education. 
Ten Principles of Good Practice for I 
Combining Service and Learning 
1. An effective program engages people in I 
responsible and challenging actions for 
the common good. 
Participants in programs combining service I 
and learning should-engage in tasks that they 
and society recognize as important. These I
actions require reaching beyond one's range 
of previous knowledge or experience. 
Active participation-not merely being a I 
Spectator or visitor-requires accountability 
for one's actions. involves the right to take 
risks, and gives participants the opportunity I 
to experience the consequences of those 
actions for others and for themselves. I 
2. 	 An effective program provides structured 
opportunities for people to reflect criti- I 
cally on their service experiences. 
The service experience alone does not insure Ithat either significant learning or effecti.ve 
service will occur. It is important that 
programs build in structured opportunities I 
for participants to think about their experi­
ence and what they are learning. Through 
discussions with others and individual I 
reflection on moral questions and relevant 
issues, participants can develop a better 
sense of social responsibility, advocacy, and I 
active citizenship. The reflective component 
allows for intellectual growth and the devel­
opment of skills in critical thinking. It is I 
most useful when it is intentional and con­
tinuous throughout' the experience, and when I
opportunity for feedback is provided. Ide­
ally, feedback will come from those persons 
being served, as well as from peers and I 
program leaders. 
3. An effective program articulates clear I 
service and learning goals for everyone 
involved. I 
From the outset of the project, participants 

and service recipients alike must have a 

clear sense of: (1) what is to be accom-
 I 
6 I 
plished and (2) what is to be learned. These 
An effective program matches service service and learning goals must be agreed 6. 
providers and service needs through a .upon through negotiations with all parties, 
process that recognizes changing circum­and in the context of the traditions and cul-I 
tures of the local community. These goals stances. 

should reflect the creative and imaginative Because people are often changed by the
I 	 input of both those providing the service and service and learning experience, effective 
those receiving it. Attention to this impor- programs must build in opportunities for 
tant factor of mutuality in the service- continuous feedback about the changing 
I 
I learning exchange can help keep the "ser- service needs and growing service skills of 
vice" from becoming patronizing charity. those involved. Ideally, participation in the 
service-learning partnership affects develop­
ment in areas such as intellect, ethics, 4. An effective program allows for those 
cross-cultural understanding, empathy, with needs to define those needs. 
leadership and citizenship. In effectiveI 	 The actual recipients of service, as well as service and learning programs, the relation-
the community groups and constituencies to 
ships among groups and individuals are
which they belong, must have the primary I 	 dynamic and often create dilemmas. Suchrole in defining their own service needs. dilemmas may lead to unintended outcomes. Community service programs, government I 	 They can require recognizing and dealing agencies, and private organizations can also with differences. be helpful in defining what service tasks are 

needed and when and how these tasks 
I 	 should be performed. This collaboration to 7. An effective program expects genuine, 

define needs will help insure that service by active, and sustained organizational 

participants will (l) not take jobs from the commitment.
I 	 local community, (2) involve tasks that will In order for a program to be effective, it 
otherwise go undone, and (3) focus their 
must have a strong, ongoing commitment 
efforts on the tasks and approaches that the I 	 from both the sponsoring and the receivingrecipients define as useful. 
organizations. Ideally, this commitment will 
take many forms, including reference toI S. 	 An effective program clarifies the respon- both service and learning in the 
sibilities of each person and organization organization's mission statement. Effective 
involved. programs must receive administrative il Several parties are potentially involved in support, be an ongoing part of the 
organization's budget, be allocated theany service and leaming program: partici-I pants (students and teachers, volunteers of appropriate' physical space, equipment, and 
all ages), community leaders, service super- transportation, and allow for scheduled 
visors, and sponsoring organizations, as well release time for participants and programI as those individuals and groups receiving the leaders. In schools and colleges, the most 
services. It is important to clarify roles and effective service and learning programs are 
responsibilities of these parties through a linked to the curriculum and require that theI careful negotiation progress as the program faculty become committed to combining ser­
is being developed. This negotiation should vice and learning as a valid part of teaching. 
include identifying and assigning responsi-
I 
I bility for the tasks to be done, while 

acknowledging th~ values and principles 

important to all of the parties involved. 
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8. 	 An effective program includes training, 
supervision, monitoring, support, recogni. 
tion, and evaluation to meet service and 
learning goals. 
The most effective service and learning 
programs are sensitive to the importance of 
training, supervision, and monitoring of 
progress throughout the program. This is a 
reciprocal responsibility and requires open 
communication between those offering and 
those receiving the service. In partnership, 
sponsoring and receiving organizations may 
recognize the value of service through 
appropriate celebrations, awards, and public 
acknowledgment of individual and group 
service. Planned, fonnalized, and ongoing 
evaluation of service and learning projects 
should be part of every program and should 
involve all participants. 
9. 	 An effective program insures that the 
time commitment for service and learning 
is flexible, appropriate, and in the best 
interests of all involved. 
In order to be useful to all parties involved, 
some service activities require longer par­
ticipation and/or a greater time commitment 
than others. The length of the experience 
and the amount of time required are deter­ Imined by the service tasks involved and 

should be negotiated by all of the parties. 

Sometimes a program can do more harm 
 Ithan good if a project is abandoned after too 

short a time or given too little attention. 

Where appropriate, a carefully planned 
 I
succession or combination of participants 

can provide the continuity of service needed. 
 I 
10. An effective program is committed to 
program participation by and with di­ I
verse populations. 

A good service and learning program pro­

motes access and removes disincentives and 
 I 
barriers to participation. Those responsible 

for participation in a program should make 
 Ievery effort to include and make welcome 
persons from differing ethnic, racial, and 
religious backgrounds, as well as varied I
ages, genders, economic levels, and those 

with disabilities. Less obvious, but very 

important, is the need for sensitivity to other 
 I 
barriers, such as lack of transportation, 

family, work and school responsibilities, 

concern for personal safety, or uncertainty 
 I 
about one's ability to make a contribution. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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History of Service-Learning at 
Augsburg College 
I In 1967, Joel Torstenson, now emeritus pro­
fessor of Sociology, devoted a sabbatical leave 
to exploring ways that urban colleges and uni­I versities had developed connections to their sur­

rounding communities His resulting position 
I paper, "The Liberal Arts College and the City," 

was discussed by the Augsburg faculty who em­

braced its basic tenets of expanded internships, 
I community service, and field research that con­

tributed to neighborhoods and student learning. 

I 

I Beginning in the late 1960s and early 1970s, 

service-learning opportunities were institution­

alized at Augsburg through 

I 
• the campus-wide MUSIP [Metropolitan 
Urban Studies Internship Program], 
• 	 HECUA [Higher Education Consortium for 
Urban Affairs] which grew out of the "CrisisI 	 Colony" response to Martin Luther King's 
assassination, 
I • the creation of an accredited Social Work major, and 
• the Conservation of Human ResourcesI 	 Program that offered off-campus classes at 
nursing homes and in prisons. 
I During this period, Augsburg was a active in 
promoting the use of student work study funding 
for community and public service through the 
Urban Corps, Currie Center and other public 
and non-profit agencies. This strong support 
and encouragement from Augsburg's Financial 
Aid office and Cooperative Education staff has 
continued through the present.I 
In the early 1980s, federal Cooperative 
Education funding was obtained to expand the 
I 

I Experiential Education program in each aca­

demic department. The frrst faculty workshop 

made possible with this funding was led by Fr. 

Don McNeill, the Director of the Center for 
Social Concern at Notre Dame, who also pre­
sented a convocation on service-learning and itsI place in higher education. His visit resulted in 
the formation of an ad hoc Community Service 
Task Force. Chaired by the Associate Dean of 
Students, this committee coordinated ef~o~ to 
develop more service-learning oppo~umtles and 
greater student involvement in plannmg and 
leadership through organizations su~h.as the 
Link.. Around this time, Campus Mimstry 
initiated a major service-learning effort at Our 
Savior'S Homeless Shelter. 
Co-operative Education funding enabled 
Experiential Education staff and faculty to 
participate in national and regi?nal effort.s of the 
National Society for Experiential Educatlon and 
the National Youth Leadership CounciL These 
were the leading groups that formulated new 
directions and criteria for "good practice in 
combining service and learning." Augsburg 
staff and faculty became national leaders in 
these endeavors, with Augsburg hosting the 
initial meeting of the Minnesota Service-Learn­
ing Faculty Working Group in 1988. 
In the late 1980s, Augsburg's Student Gov­
ernment created a Commission on Community 
Service. At about the same time, the Service­
Learning Task Force was asked by the Presi­
dent's Staff to seek funding for staff additions to 
support service-learning at Augsburg. Federal 
funding was used as matching money to obtain a 
service-learning grant from the State of Minne­
sota Higher Education Coordinating Board. 
Those combined grants enabled the college to 
hire another Experiential Education staff mem­
ber, Mary Laurel True, to coordinate and lead 
the college into many of the newly emerging 
approaches to service-learning including aca­
demically-based service-learning. 
Recently, Augsburg has obtained a federal 
FIPSE Community Service grant and other 
external funding from the Literacy Corps, 
Campus Compact, Aid Association for 
Lutherans, and the Council for Independent 
Colleges. These grants supported service­
learning endeavors in curriculum development, 
the First Year Experience, the student LINK 
programs, residence hall community service­
learning programs, a pilot program in teacher 
I 	 9 
education and service-learning, building and 
maintaining of relationships with community 
agencies and organizations, the Christensen 
Award for a graduating senior and the newly 
established Sabo-Johnson-Torstenson Scholar­
ships for Public and Community Service. 
As a result of funding for course 
development and administration support for 
service-learning, over 30 Augsburg courses 
have included a service-learning component to 
date. Courses have been offered in art, business 
administration, economics, education, English. 
history. journalism, management information 
systems. nursing, political science. psychology, 
religion, social work, and sociology. During 
this past summer, the Community Service-
Learning office offered a week-long institute on I 
service-learning for Augsburg faculty members. 
This of one of the fIrst such in-house institutes 
offered in the country. This fall, the college will I 
be the site of a statewide institute on service­
learning, and will work closely with the new 
Minnesota Campus Compact to facilitate the use I 
of academically-based service learning at 
colleges and universities throughout the state. I 
Today, Augsburg College is recognized as a 
national leader in the implementation of I 
academically-based service-learning. Faculty 
members and staff act as consultants to many 
other organizations and individuals as they work I 
to develop experiential education programs. + 
I 
Course-Embedded Service-Learning: 
Only a Part of the Whole 
This handbook limits its description of 
service-learning to course-embedded models 
where service-learning is infused into traditional 
discipline-based courses at Augsburg College. 
However, service-learning occurs whenever 
community service has a reflection component 
that facilitates participants' learning from their 
I 
service activities. Community service is I
transformed into service-learning when it strives 
to embrace the "Principles of Good Practice in 
Combining Service and Learning" by. at I 
minimum, including reflection and critical 
analysis of the service experience. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Service-Learning and the Augsburg 
College Mission 
In the summer of 1993, the academic dean andI several Augsburg faculty members'" attended a 
week-long institute on Integrating Service with I Academic Study. The institute, sponsored by Campus Compact, assisted faculty from fifteen 
colleges and universities in developing action 
I 
I plans for implementing or expanding service­
learning on their campuses. Part of Augsburg's 
current service-learning action plan appears 
below. 
IJu~ chal1enae. The Augsburg College motto is "educa· I tion for service." Our challenge is to build on the past, 
revitalize the college's commitment to service for the 
future. and increase students' academically-linked 
I service.learning opportunities so that their education is more closely aligned with the college's mission. 
The rationale behind meetjna this challen~. The mission I of Augsburg College is "to nurture future leaders of 
I 
service to the world by providing high quality educational 
opportunities which are based on the liberal arts and 
shaped by the faith and values of the Christian Church. by 
the context of a vital metropolitan setting and by an 
intentionally diverse campus community." 
I Community·based experiential learning. especially service-learning. enables Augsburg College to achieve its 
mission in the following ways: 
I Liberal arts: Traditionally, Liberal Arts means education 
I 
which produces free citizens who contribute to society. In 
coursework, liberal education is seen in disciplinary 
theory, breadth of knowledge. and skills. Service· 
I 
learning is the embodiment of liberal arts in action and 
serves as an arena of human interaction for the free 
citizen. Here the student practices theories and skills 
learned in class and, upon critical reflection, may return to 
refine and expand these theories and skills on the basis of 
experience. Critical thinking, a central value of liberalI education, comes alive when students critically reflect on theory and practice by considering major issues and 
alternative solutions facing contemporary communities. 
I Service-learning also broadens and diversifies the definition of student success by providing non-classroom 
ways for students to succeed academically, participate in 
I 
 their own education. and become active learners. 

I 

Metrqpolitan settini: Service-learning equips students to 

become citizens who better understand and contribute 

actively to community. For Augsburg College, this 

community is the city and the role of service-learning is to 

connect the student to the city in a variety of ways. For 

example, by providing contrasts to students' home
I cultures, service-learning helps students see beyond their 

"similarity bias" (i.e., "everyone is just like me"). 

Students from suburban and rural backgrounds often have 
little understanding of or experience with the city; 
students who grew up in the city often are unaware of 
how cities operate. Service-learning provides opportu~i­
ties for students to affiliate with the city and to recogmze 
it as a viable community. In doing so, students make 
connections with Augsburg's urban community as 
persons of service; they both contribute to the community 
and benefit from serving it. Through service-learning, 
students also learn (usually implicit) skills for finding and 
creating their own places within the community of the 
city. 
Service· learning furthers student learning by tying the 
city explicitly to cuniculum, and the college to the city. 
Through service-learning, students can test the accuracy 
of their personal experiences and the applicability of 
course-based theories in a diversity of settings and 
organizations. 
Service-learning moves students into the city and requires 
them to reflect it. Service-learning engages the college in 
community building by assuring mutual, and thus 
authentic, interaction with the city. 
Intentional djversity: On Augsburg's intentionally 
diverse campus, service-learning provides a mechanism 
by which students from different backgrounds can share 
their perspectives and build relationships while serving 
the community. Service-learning also extends the 
boundaries of the campus into the city to bring students 
into contact with a pluralistic urban community. 
faith and values of the Christian Church: Service­
learning reflects and gives students opportunities to 
practice Christian values of service to others and of 
stewardship. Service-learning is a form of faith in 
practice and helps prevent relegation of the spiritual­
ethical aspects of humanity to religion courses or campus 
ministry. Augsburg College has a tradition of working to 
correct social injustice. Service-learning provides 
opportunities to apply ethical analysis and action to social 
justice issues. 
Service-learning may help students feel connected to 
the college in deeper ways than classroom work fosters 
alone. The camaraderie and sense of real work that can 
be gained through service-learning may be a positive 
factor in student retention. Also service-learning provides 
~ concrete experience-based mode of learning that may 
mcrease the level of success for students who don't see 
themselves as academically gifted. With success may 
come the self-confidence and interest to commit to 
completing degree programs. In addition, service­
learning opportunities and programs should attract and 
retain students who have been involved in community 
service activitie~ in their high schools and church youth 
groups.• 
'" Joe Erickson, Garry Hesser, Ryan LaHurd, 

Vicki Littlefield, & Vicki Olson 
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WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED 
In June. 1994 the Augsburg Community 
Service Learning program hosted a one-week 
institute on campus for new and experienced 
service-learning faculty. 
One of the sessions was devoted to listing 
benefits and strengths of using service-learning 
in disciplinary courses. Faculty members who 
had used service-learning in courses listed the 
following benefits to students and faculty 
(numbers in parentheses indicate the number of 
votes received from five experienced faculty). 
BENEFITS FOR STUDENTS 
Service-learning ... 
• 	 improves student engagement with the 
subject matter & course (5) 
• 	 encourages different learning styles (5) 
• 	 improves the process and products (e.g., 
written assignments, etc.) (4) 
• 	 gives students a sense of personal empower­
ment (4) 
• 	 links theory and practice (3) 
• 	 improves observation/research skills (3) 
• 	 promotes retention of learning and under­
standing (3) 
• 	 provides mechanisms for students to reflect 
on their experiences (3) 
• 	 boosts students' confidence, expertise, and 
efficacy (3) 
• 	 forces/promotes/facilitates critical analysis 
(2) 
• 	 helps students understand the community (2) 
• 	 helps students understand and live out the 
mission of the college(2) 
• 	 calls attention to ethical & political issues 
• 	 provides opportunities for peer teaching and 
learning 
• 	 promotes more interaction between students 
and with the professor 
• 	 exposes students to com.rn,itted professionals 
and volunteers and to the non-profit sector 
• 	 allows experience to change attitudes 
BENEHTS FOR FACULTY I 
Using service-learning '" 
• 	 replaces boring research papers with more 
interesting service-learning assignments I 
• 	 increases instructors' engagement with 

course content 
 I 
• 	 encourages syllabus· revision 
• 	 increases collegiality across diSciplines I
• 	 increases conversations about teaching 
• 	 provides opportunities for research and 
scholarly activity. I 
• 	 Provides grant opportunities for the college 
and its programs I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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INSTITUTIONAL & STAFF 
SUPPORT 
Supported by the motto of the college 
("Education for service") and its mission, l Augsburg's service-learning program enjoys the 
I 
philosophical support of the administration. In 
concrete tenns, this is seen in the housing of 
I 
service-learning within the Academic Affairs 
Office (see the organizational chart below). 
Charles Anderson, President of Augsburg 
College, heads the Minnesota Commission on 
Community Service. Some service-learning 
I activities are supported by grants, and the college's commitment to the program is shown 
by "hard money" support for the Experiential I Education Director and Associate Directors and 
for their offices. 
I 
I 	 President of the College 
II Academic Dean 
(Office of Academic Dean) 
I I 
Director of Experiential Education 
I (faculty member) 
I Associate Director Associate Director 
for Community for internShips & 
Service- "«'__ '>CooperativeI Learning Education 
""/I Student Workers 
I 
 /""
Coordinator of Coordinator of 
Tutoring and Placements & 
I Literacy Employer Relations 
I 

Support Staff 
The following staff support service-learning 
activities at Augsburg College: 
• 	 Garry Hesser, Professor of Sociology, 
Experiential Education Director 
Office: Murphy Place, (612) 330-1664~ 
Internet: hesser@augsburg.edu 
• 	 Mary Laurel True, Associate Director and 
Coordinator of Community Service-Learning 
Office: 325 Memorial Hall, (612) 330-1775, 
Internet: truem@augsburg.edu 
• 	 Lois Olson, Associate Director of Intern­

ships & Cooperative Education 

Office: 6 Murphy Place, (612) 330-1474 

Service-Learning Support Services 
In January, 1990 Mary True was hired to 
coordinate community service at Augsburg. 
The Office of Community Service-Learning acts 
as an umbrella for all community service on 
campus. Mary True provides ongoing support 
for faculty and offerss the following services for 
course-embedded service-learning: 
• 	 Developing appropriate service-learning 

sites for individual faculty and courses~ 

• 	 Meeting with community agency directors 

to negotiate student placements; 

• 	 Preparing infonnation sheets that describe 

service-learning sites; 

• 	 Developing job descriptions of student 

service activities; 

• 	 Providing student orientation and training; 
• 	 Acting as liaison between faculty members 
and agency directors; 
• 	 Fielding problems students might have at 
their service-learning sites~ 
• 	 Researching funding and professional 
presentation options~ 
• 	 Bringing service-learning consultants to 
campus; and 
• 	 Exporting Augsburg's service-learning 

expertise to other institutions. • 
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INFUSING SERVICE ..LEARNING 
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INTO A COURSE 
The next column describes a step-by-step 
developmental process and timeline for incorpo­
rating service-learning into an existing course. 
The steps are expanded on the following pages. 
Items indicated with an asterisk (*) are essential. 
The way that a faculty member structures the 
service-learning experience into a particular 
course is, of course, up to the individual instruc­
tor. Items indicated with a bullet (.) are sugges­
tions from faculty members who have success­
fully used service-learning in their courses and 
are based on their experiences of what works. 
tiThe goal is to blend service and 
learning goals and activities in 
such a way that the two reinforce 
each other and produce a greater 
impact than either could produce 
alone. " ] 
1 This quote and some ideas in this section are adapted 
from Barry Fenstennacher. 1990. "Infusing service-
learning into the curriculum." In Jane C. Kendall. et. al. 
Combining service and learning: A resource book/or 
community and public service. Volume II (pp. 194-197). 
Raleigh. NC: National Society for Internships and 
Experiential Education. 
SERVIC&LEARNING 

TIMELINE 

BEFORE THE COURSE BEGINS 
* Meet with Mary True 
* Develop the.syllabus 
* Finalize service-learning sites with Mary 
• Contact service sites via letter 
DURING THE COURSE 
fjrstWeek 
• Discuss service-learning as part of the 

syllabus. Explain journaling. 

* Administer Community Service-Leam­
ing Pre-Evaluation 
• Distribute and discuss Guide to Service-
Learning Sites and Student Responsibili­
ties and the Community Service-Leam­
ing Assignment Time Record 
* Mary visits class to introduce s-I sites 

Second Week 

* Students choose service-Ieaming sites; 
complete "Service-Leaming Locator 
Form"; faculty member returns the form 
to Mary True 
• Assignment on student expectations 
prior to their fIrst site visit 

First Month 

• Students make fast visit to site 

Durin& the Semester 

* Reflection activities, critical analysis 

assignments designed to tie service to 

course content, etc., as specifIed in the 

syllabus 

• Mid-semester monitoring: How is it 
going? 

At Semester' sEnd 

• Final projects due 

*Ad ..
nuOlster post-service-Ieaming evalua­
tion 
AFTER THE COURSE 
*Thank-you letter to site supervisors 
• Report results to sites 
• Debrief sites with Mary 
17 
Before the Course Begins 
1. 	 Meet with Mary True at least one month 
mOT to the beiinnini of the course to let her 
know that you are interested in developing a 
service-learning component for a course. 
Mary can help brainstorm ways that service­
learning might fit into a course, suggest service­
learning sites that are appropriate for different 
courses, provide resource materials (e.g., syllabi 
from other courses, readings on service learn­
ing), and put faculty in touch with others who 
have used service-learning in their courses. 
2. 	 Develop the syUabus. 
The most successful service-learning 
courses provide students with a clear picture of 
the place of service-learning in the course. The 
syllabus can show students how service-learning 
is an integral part of the course by: 
• 	 incorporating service-learning into the 
course's educational goals and objectives. 
Examine the educational goals and objec­
tives of the class. Identify specifically what 
students are required to learn from the 
service-learning experience: the knowledge, 
skills, understandings, or attitudes--and list 
them as course goals. 
• 	 describing in detail the service-learning 
requirement and related classroom activities 
and assignments. These will include 1) 
classroom-based activities and assignments, 
and 2) activities at the service-learning site. 
Suggestions for classroom activitie.s (e.g., 
reflection strategies, critical analysts, etc.) 
are given in Part III. Most instructors have 
students keep a journal which serves as the 
basis for many classroom activities. Jour­
nals are described in Part III. Consult with 
Mary True in developing site-based activi­
ties. 
Instructors commonly require students to 
spend between 12 and 20 hours at the 
community service site. Several shorter 
visits. rather than one long one, provide a 1 
greater variety of experiences at the service 
site. I 
Instructors may require that all students 

participate in community service or may use 

service as one of several options. An advan­
 I 
tage of requiring service is that it provides a 

common topic for classroom assignments or 

discussion. Instructors who provide other 
 I 
options should consider ways to integrate 

them with the service option. Chris Kimball 
 Iand Mary Dean have designed courses with 
optional service-learning components. 
I
• 	 describing how the service-learning compo­
nent will be evaluated. A general rule is not 
to evaluate the service-learning experience I 
itself, but to evaluate what students make of 

the experience. Possibilities include written 

or oral exams, papers, interviews, question­
 I 
naires, observations, skill assessments, or 
other indicators of learning. Examples of 
these types of evaluations appear in Part III I 
of this handbook. 
• 	 specifying the contribution ofservice I 
learning activities to the course grade. In 
order to be seen by students as an integral I
part of the course, rather than as an add-on, 
service-learning should contribute signifi­
cantly to the overall course grade. In the I 
past, instructors have often specified a 20% 

or 25% contribution of service-learning to 

the overall course grade, with some instruc­
 I 
tors going as high as 40%. 
• 	 including a calendar ofservice-learning I 
events. A semester-long calendar that shows 
service-learning activities and due dates is a Iuseful tool for students. Blank calendars are 

provided in the Appendix. 
 I 
SA:MPLE SYLLABi ARE AVAILABLE IN 

THE COMMUNITY SERVICE·LEARNING 

OFFICE IN 325 MEMORIAL HALL 

I 

I 
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lInstructor Criteria for Choosing a Service·Learning Site
The site must be doing work that is connected to the course in ways that will be 
• 
Qbyious to students. 

Activities at the site must give students opportunities to reflect on how course con­
• 
cepts relate to the activities. • 
Whenever possible, students should have direct contact wi~ client populations or 
• 
constituency groups with which the organization regularly mteracts. 
Ideally, students should be able to work in pairs or teams and not be isolated from
• 
other students, staff, or client populations. 

The work students do should have some clear connection to the main ~urposes o~ the

• 
organization. While some of the work may be generally cl~rical, etc., m nature, It 
should not be consistently repetitious or boring for long penods. 
The site supervisor should be present when students are there to directly oversee their 
• 
work. 
The site supervisor will have done advanced planning so that students have assigned
• 

activities throughout their time at the site. 

• 	 The site supervisor should provide students with some background on the organiza­
tion and orientation to the specific work they will be doing. (If there are mandatory 
and formal orientation sessions, they should be scheduled frequently so that students 
do not experience long delays before they can begin to work.) 
• 	 The site is in the community near the campus (2-3 miles away at most) and/or is 

accessible by public transportation. 

1 Adapted from a handout by Norm Ferguson, Augsburg Department of Psychology, entitled "Criteria 
for an Environmental Psychology Experiential Learning Site" 
3. 	 Finalize service.learning sites with Mary. 
Before the course begins, check back with 
Mary True to obtain the final list of service­
learning sites. Mary can also tell you how many 
students each site can accept, will provide a 
description of the activities that students per­
form at each site, and will give you the names, 
addresses, and phone numbers of contact per­
sons at the service-learning sites. 
A list of criteria to use in choosing service­
learning sites appears above. 
4. 	 Send a letter to the site supervisor. 
It is apropriate to contact the site supervisor 
prior to the stuqents' initial visit. A courtesy 
letter introduces the instructor to the supervisor, 
provides a way to describe the integration of 
service-learning into the particular course, and 
allows the instructor to mention expectations 
about the students' service-learning activities. It 
is also useful to have had an initial positive 
communication with the site supervisor in the 
event that problems arise later on. 
A generic'letter, which can be adapted by 
individual instructors, appears on the next page, 
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Augsburg Letterhead 
(copies of this letter are available on disk and bye-mail; contact Mary True) I 
Date I 
Service Site Supervisor 
Address 
City. State zip I 
IDear XXX: 

~ary True, our Community Service Learning Coordinator, has let me know that your organiza­ I 

bon has agreed to provide opportunities for a few students from my (course name goes here) 

class to work with you during our (fall/interim/spring) semester. I want to express my apprecia­

tion to you for your willingness to cooperate with us in this activity. I 

Mary has identified several organizations, including yours, willing to serve as service-learning 

sites. I will ask students to work in pairs and to select an organization at which to work. They I 

will be expected to work for you for at least XX total hours and to (name other service-learning 

related activities here, e.g., write a paper in which they relate their work experiences to class­
 I
room material, etc.). Mary and I will attempt to balance the students across the organizations 
when they select their work sites in class on (give date, typically in the second week of the 
semester). I will ask students to contact you very soon after that date so that they can make their I 
first visit and complete some hours of work before (give date, typically one month after the 
semester has begun), when the class is scheduled to have its first discussion of these activities. I 
As your organization's contact person, it would be very helpful to us if you would be willing to 

spend a brief amount of time describing your organization's mission and history to the students. 

This information will be very helpful to them in putting their work activities into a larger social I 

and organizational context. 
 II am excited about this opportunity because I believe it will give my students a chance to do 
some direct "hands-on" experiential learning and at the same time will help your organization 
with its work. I 
Again, I want to thank you for your willingness to serve as a service-Ieaming site. If you have 
any questions, please contact Mary at 330-1155 or me at 330-xxxx. I 
Sincerely, I 
Professor's name I
Department 
I 

I 
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DURING THE COURSE··First Week 
1. 	 Discuss service-learning when introducing 
the course syllabus and explain the rationale 
behind using service-learning in the course. 
Explain service at the sites. journal keeping. 1 	 and class-related activities (reflection. 

critical analysis. etc.) 

I As indicated in the previous section, the 
most successful courses are those weave I service-learning into their fabric. Introducing 
service-learning as part of the regular syllabus 
emphasizes its integration into the course. I 
Nearly all faculty members who use service 
learning have students keep some sort of journal 
I 
I The journal serves as a basis for class-related 
activities and assignments that relate to the 
sevice experience. Two factors seem to be tied 
to the successful use of journals: 
I • students should write their service-related journals as soon as possible after leaving the 
community sites. This assures that their I memories and perceptions are the freshest 
and have the most detail; and 
I 
I • the format and purpose ofjournaling should 
be clearly explained to students in both the 
syllabus and verbally in class. 
I 
Specific suggestions for journal use are 
detailed in Part ill of the handbook. 
2. Administer Community Service-LearningI Pre-Evaluation. 
I The Office of Community Service-Learning ~ond.ucts ongoing research on student participa­
I 
tion In the program. To assist in these efforts. 
Mary True requests that faculty members have 
students complete a service-learning survey 
prior to their first site visits. A sample survey 
I appears in the Appendix. Copies of the survey are available for pick-up in the Community 
Service-Learning OffICe. 225 Memorial Hall, or 
I by calling 330-1775. 
3. 	 Hand out and discuss the Guide to 
Service-Learning Sites and Student 
Responsibilities and the Community 
Service-Learning Assignment Time 
Record. 
Students who have little work experience. or 
some who do halle, may not be aware of normS 
and expectations for workers. regardless of the 
fact that they are unpaid workers. The Guide 
to Service-Learning Sites and Student 
Responsibilities makes these expectations 
explicit. This one-page guide appears in the 
Appendix and may be duplicated and handed 
out to students. 
Students must document their time at the 
community service site by turning in a 
Community Service Assignment Time 
Record. (A copy of this record sheet appears in 
the Appendix.) The completed record, 
including the site supervisor's signature for each 
site visit, should be turned in to the instructor at 
the end of the semester. After noting whether 
all students have completed their service 
assignment obligations, the instructor should 
give these records to Mary True. 
4. 	 Have Mary True visit the class to 
introduce service-learning sites and answer 
questions. 
One of Mary's responsibilities as 
Coordinator of the Community Service­
Learning Program is to visit classes in order to 
describe community sites. She will describe 
sites that you have chosen for your class, tell 
about their histories and current status, and 
describe duties that students will perform. She 
will also answer questions that students have 
about the sites or about service-learning in 
general. 
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During the Course--Second Week 
1. 	 Students choose service-learning sites; 
complete the Service-Learning Locator 
Form; return the form to Mary True. 
Mter the fIrst week of class, but by the end 
of the second week, students should use the 
Guidelines to Service-Learning Sites handout to 
choose their top three service sites from the list 
provided by Mary True and the instructor. 
Students should be encouraged to limit their 
sites to those identifIed by the instructor and 
Mary True. These sites have worked to develop 
student activities that relate to course content. 
Students who choose sites because of their prior 
familiarity or convenience may have a less-than­
satisfactory service experience. 
Students should investigate the sites prior to 
choosing them. It is appropriate for students to 
call the site and discuss it and worker activities 
with the site supervisor prior to making a site 
choice. 
Some sites may be more popular than others. 
It is important to assure each site of the number 
of workers that it expects. The use of a lottery 
can help assure a fair and equal distribution of 
students across sites. 
On the day that students choose their sites, 
the instructor should have them fIll out the 
Service-Learning Locator Form which lists 
students by sites. (The form is found in the 
Appendix.) A copy of this form should be 
returned to Mary True by the end of the second 
. week of classes. 
2. 	 Assignment on student expectations. 
To get students thinking about the service 
sites prior to their fIrst visit, it is useful to make 
an assignment about their expectations. This 
might be a written assignment that stands alone 
or serves as the basis for small group discus­
sicns. An example of a simple assignment 
appears in the box at the top o.f the next column; 
the assignment could, of course, be much more 
detailed. 
INS xxx, Course Name, Semester, Name 
Service Site ___________ 
About the site: What do you already know 

about the service site? What do you know 

about the community needs that the site 

serves? 
(provide space for written response.) 
About your work at the site: What do you 
expect to do at the site? What do you think 
will happen there? How do you think you 
will react? What are your hopes, expecta­
tions, and fears about going to the site? 
(Provide space for written response.) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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DURING THE COURSE--First Month 
Despite their best intentions, students may 
not make their fust service site visits in a timely 
fashion. This becomes a problem when service­
related assignments are due in class and I studenta have no service experiences upon 

which to base their work. 

In order to assist students in making their 
I fust service visits, it is useful to provide a 
structure such as a deadline for having spoken in 
I person to the site supervisor. 
Students should be encouraged to schedule 
their frrst visit well in advance. Site supervisors I 	 are often very busy, have a number of students 
to supervise, and have numerous other duties in 
addition to working with students. Students 
I 
I should be proactive in contacting the site super­
visor. It is not sufficient to call the service site 
and leave a message; the student needs to persist 
in directly contacting the supervisor. 
Suggestions for the content of the first I 	 phone call from student to supervisor appear in 
the Guide To Service-Learning Sites and 
Student Responsibilities handout that appears I 	 in the appendix. 
DURING THE SEMESTER 
1. Reflection Activities, Critical Analysis 
Assignments, etc. 
I 
Research on service-learning suggests that 
learning is facilitated by frequent structured 
opportunities to tie service activities to course 
concepts and theories. ~eflection activities and 
critical analysis assignments should occur often 
and can be tied to other homework or 
assignments. 
I 
Specific suggestions for reflection activities 
and critical analysis assignments appear in Part 
mof this handbook. 
I 
 2. Midsemester ~onitoring. 
Part of the mid-semester evaluation might be 
devoted to service activities and results used to 
I make any necessary mid-course corrections 
AT SEMESTER'S END 
1. Final Projects Due 
As with other service-related assignments, 
the more specific the project, the better. Final 
projects can take a variety of form~. Some of 
these are described in Part ill of this handbook. 
2. Administer the Community Service 

Experience Evaluation 

This evaluation is part of the on-going 
evaluation of the service-learning program 
conducted by the Office of Community Service­
Learning. A sample of this form appears in the 
Appendix. Multiple copies of the form are 
available from Mary True in the Community 
Service-Learning Office. 
AFTER THE COURSE 
1. Thank-you letter to site supervisors written 
by the faculty member; students should also 
be encouraged to express their thanks either 
verbally or in writing. 
2. Report results to sites 
Students should send copies of their final 
projects or reports to the service sites. The site 
superyisors are very eager to obtain others' 
perspectives on their agencies; additionally, 
projects and reports provide supervisors with 
closure on the student workers' activities. 
3. Debrief sites with Mary True. 
After the end of the semester, arrange to 

meet with Mary True to discuss your 

impressions of the advantages and 

disadvantages of each service site. Provide 

documentation when possible. Mary provides 

ongoing feedback to the sites that allows them 

to improve their future interactions with 

students workers, so information from faculty 

perspectives fs valuable. • 
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CHALLENGES 
Infusing community service.learning into a 
traditional disciplinary course brings with it 
number of challenges. The issues below were 
raised in discussions among faculty who have 
used and are using community service.learning 
in their courses. Future versions of this hand,. 
book will list additional challenges and will 
report on ways that faculty members have tried 
to meet those challenges. 
General Issues 
• 	 Faculty members may be unclear about 
ways that service·learning fits into a course. 
may have difficulty in transforming 
"service" into "service·learning." Solution: 
Prior to the course, faculty need to explicitly 
consider ways that service-learning furthers 
the goals and objectives of the course. See 
Part II of this manual: Developing the 
Course. 
• 	 The relationship between community 
service-learning and internships or 
placements that might also provide service 
(particularly in social work and education). 
Norm Ferguson suggests thinking of 
service-learning as mini-internships, as 
preparation for full-blown semester·long 
internships or placements that have a 
substantially larger time commitment for 
students. 
• 	 Service-learning may be seen by faculty or 
students as being too "touchy-feely" and not 
academic enough. It may help to articulate a 
continuum between these two poles. 
Faculty members must specify the academic 
tie-ins of service-learning and its purpose of 
putting theory into practice. Journals and 
assignments should be structured to 
emphasize the cognitve aspects of the 
service-learning experience. (See, for 
example. Norm Ferguson's journal 
guidelines in Part III.) 
• Control issues. Students' experiences in the 

service site and their application of their 

experiences to course content are beyond the 

control of the instructor. Students are now 

constructing some of the course content. 

This brings up the issue of, "What is 

leanring?" How do faculty members deal 
 I
with the loosening of control over the 

content and experiences of the student? Is 

this a problem or an opportunity? 
 I 
• 	 Finding time -- how can service-learning be 
infused into courses, particularly content I 
based courses or those that must cover a 
particular breadth of content I 
• 	 Perceptions (by faculty or students) that the 
politics of service-learning sites are 
primarily left-leaning I 
• 	 Students' lack of understnding of what I
service-learning is. Solution: Time must be 
spent on defining service-learning. 
explaining it as integral to the content of the I 
course via the syllabus, discussion, etc. , 
• 	 Student resistance to participating in I 
service-learning 
I• 	 Students who are "true believers" in the 
cause of service-learning vs. those who are 
simply fulfilling the requirement I 
• 	 In classroom discussion of service 
experiences, issues may arise that stray from I 
the topic of the course. Is this a problem or 
an opportunity? I 
• 	 Students' work schedules and other 
responsibilities may limit their time and 
flexibility in going to service sites. I 
Solution: Service sites that have flexible 
hours. and weekend and evening hours. I 
• 	 Students' fears of going to new places and 
meeting new people. Solution: Send in 
pairs. This helps resolve this fear and also I 
provides someone with whom to share 
discussion of the experiences. I 
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• Students not showing up at the service site. WEe 
Solution: Students must be explicitly made 
aware of their responsibilities. See the 
Student Guide to Service-Learning Sites and 
Responsibilities in the Appendix. 
• 	 Students perceive service-learning as an 
add-on. Solution: Syllabus and early class 
I 
I discussions clarify the integral contribution 
of service-learning to the class. See Part I of 
this handbook. 
I 
Service-Learning In Weekend College 
Courses 
and 
Service-Learning in Interim Courses 
I The challenges of using community service­
learning in WEC and Interim courses will beI addressed in detail in the next version of this 
handbook. 
I In the meantime, the following faculty 

members have used service-learning in these 

situations. You may wish to contact them for 
I practical advice. 
I 
 • WEC: Cass Dalglish. Mary Dean • 

• 	 Interim: Joan GriffinI 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 	 WEC students are rarely on campus and 
may travel long distances to attend WEC. 
Standard community-service leanring sites 
may not work for them. Solutions: 
Allowing students to find their own service­
learning sites and structuring this into the 
service-learning assignment; encouraging 
sites directly related to individual or family. 
• 	 Necessity for equivalency between day and 
WEC courses. 
• 	 WEC students who want to use an extant job 
or volunteer site as their service site. 
• 	 WEC students may only have weekends or 
evenings to work 
25 
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Part III. 
Practical Applications 
for 
I Service-Learning Courses 
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USING JOURNALS 
A variety of journal-writing structures are 
used. Some instructors collect journals weekly; 
I 
I some never at all. Some faculty write com­
ments in journals; others do not. Some require a 
journal entry for each site visit; others also tie 
journal assignments to classroom reading, 
discussions, etc. Several journal formats areI described below and examples are given. 
I 
 Wby Use Journals? 

In a handout to students, Norm Ferguson 
suggests that keeping a journal is important by 
I 
I providing a way for students to think about what 
they are doing and what they are learning from 
it. He notes that writing a journal can increase 
the amount that students learn. It can also make 
them aware of what they don't know, so that 
I they can direct their efforts toward finding out. Many instructors use journals as a basis 
for other class assignments. In order for jour­
I 
I nals to be useful in this way, instructors should 
be explicit about their expectations for student 
journal writing. 
General Considerations in Using Journals! 
I The use of journaling is common in 
experiential education approaches, including 
community service-learning. In order to workI successfu11y, journaling assignments must be 
specific; otherwise students may see them asI busywork. Specific journal requirements also hel~move studc:nts' writing beyond diary-like 
~ntnes, tOO-ObVIOUS observations, or value I 	 Judgements of individuals and situations that 
the~ may encounter. While some students may 
e~~y res~nd to even the most general journal I 	 wntmg assIgnment with care and insight, others 
I 
I 
ISome information in this section is adapted from Joan 
Scott, (1993), A journal workshop for coordinators. In 
Joseph Galura et al., Praxis 1/: Service-learning resources 
for university students. staff, and faculty. Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press and from Toby Fu1wiler 
I 
 (Ed.), (1987), Thejoumal book. Portsmouth, NH: 
Boynton/Cook. 
have a great deal of difficulty in complenng 
such assignments in ways that are satisfactory to 
instructors and that provide useful bases for 
later assignments. 
Other Journal-Related Issues 
• 	 Responding to journal writing in a way that 
is helpful to the writer. 
• 	 confidentiality issues 
• 	 evaluating journal writing assignments 
Examples of Journal Assignments 
A number of faculty members use journal 
writing in course-embedded service-learning. A 
few of these are listed below. Entries indicated 
in bold appear as examples on the following 
pages. Further examples of journal expectations 
and assignments can be found in course syllabi 
that are on file in the Office of Community 
Service-Learning. 
• 	 ENG 227, Journalism (Cass Dalglish) 
• 	 PSY 356, Environmental Psychology 

(Norm Ferguson) 

• 	 EDD 265, Orientation to Education (Vicki 
Olson) 
See first journal assignment, "Reflection on 
Beginning the Practical Experience 
See "Guidelines for Field Experience Log" 
from sylJabus 
• 	 PSY 361, Introduction to Personality 

(Wendy Van Loy) 

• 	 PSY 371, Psychology of Gender (Vicki 

Littlefield) 
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PSY 356 - Environmentel Psychology 
Dr. Norm Ferguson, Fell, 1994 
JOURNAL GUIDELINES 
Keeping e Jou rne I will be en importent pert of your leerning experience es e perticipent-observer. 

By heving you think ebout whet you ere dOing end whet you ere leerning from it, the writing of e 

J0 urn e 1 cen increese the emount you ectuelly leern. It cen elso meke you ewere of whet you don't 

know, so thet you cen direct your efforts towerd finding out. 
JIMPORTANT: Do e journel entry eech time you go to your work site. Teke e few minutes before you leeve 

the site to meke your entry or do it within e few hours (et most) of your experience to fecilitete

meking en eccurete entry. I 
Journels w111 be collected on the detes indiceted on the Course Outline. Eech Journel entry should 

include ~ the following elements. Pleese cleerly divide eech entry into the following cetegories. 
 I1 Dete end Hours Worked (1 pt ) 
2 Objective Description of your E)(periences (5 pts ) I 
Whet heppened? Write e fectuel eccount of the beheviors you observed thet does not include your 

opinion. Write et leest 100 words. 
 I 
3 Interpretetion/E)(plenet1on (6 pts ) 
Now try to understend the beheviors you described ebove in -2. Use principles end concepts from I 
our course reeding meteriel end lectures In meking your interpretetions. 
4 Personel Opinions/Feelings end Leerning (4 pts ) I 
e) Thoughts/opinions. Interpret whet you sew end heerd tOdey. Whet does it meen to ~? 
b) Feelings. Use emotion words (e.g., heppy, surprised, frustreted) to describe your feelings. I 
c) Whet knowledge end/or skills did you eCQuire todey? 
d) Whet did you leern ebout yourself? I 
Pleese write CLEARLY end in ink. Thenks. 
IYour j ournel supplies importent evidence of whet you ere leerning from your experience. . 
Your journal is also a very important source of lnformetl0n Ifor writing your Final Project Reportll! . . 
. Eech journel is worth e totel of 1 B points. I will use the following criterie to eveluete your Journel end 
ellocete pOints: I 
• Entries respond to ell four items listed for the Journe1. 
• Objective Description end Interpretetion/Explenetion ere cleerly distinguished from eech Iother. 
• Cleer connections to course principles end concepts ere mede. I 
POints mey be deducted for eech of the following: '. 
• You ere not present to perticipete in cless discussion besed on the journel (3-9 pomts deducted) I 
• Your journel is not hended in on the due detes (3-9 pOints deducted). 
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I 
Semple Journel Entry for PSV 356 
1 Dete end Hours Worked: I went to my site on Wednesdey Sept 21 end worked from 2-5 PM 
2 Objectiye Description of Experiences 
First I set in on e steff meeting where they were discussing stretegies for their new public 
ewereness cempeign ebout certeln environmentel tox1ns found 1n well weter. Then I spe~t someeve
time putting eddress lebels on newsletters thet were. to be meiled ~ut. Lestly my supervIsor g 
me en ertlcle to reed ebout how some tox1ns thet ere mgested stey m yowr body beceuse they get 
ebsorbed 1nto fet tissue. I 	 There were ebout 6 people et the meeting I ettended. John, the supervisor, hed e clee.r egende for 
the meeting. There wes lots of conversetion during the meeting w1th ev~ryone contnbuting their 
idees. I begen doing the eddress lebeling by myself, but efter ebout 15 mmutes two o~her womenI 	 student workers ceme over end sterted helping me. They told me ebout why they hed Jo~ned the 
orgenlzetion.They ere concerned ebout their own heelth but they both went to helve chIldren 
some dey end they ere reel concerned ebout whet these toxins might do to them while they ere I 	 pregnent end efter their chlldren ere born. 
Only two steff members heve their own offices. All others ere in e room with severel desks end 
the noise level there interferes wlth work sometimes. I heve seen steff heving e herd timeI heering e phone conversetlon end leev1ng the room when they went to heve e conversetion with 
enother person. 
I 	 3 InterpreteUon/Explenetion using Course Concepts 
Does working here help develop en emic viewpoint 1n me? I think thet meny people in society 
probebly heve leerned helplessness when it comes to deeling with issues like toxins 1n theI weter. They don't think they cen do enything ebout It so they don t even try. But the people 
working for this orgenizetlon seem to be working egeinst this ettitude beceuse they ere ectuelly 
doing somethingl This orgenizetton definltely shows e conflict in worldviews. They support the I 	 people es pert of neture view wherees the chemicel compenies ere cleerly for the people ebove 
neture viewpoint. Privecy end "selective control of eccess to the self" ere big issues heretl 
think they should discuss this metter. Meybe they could buy some sound ebsorbing pertitions toI 	 put between the desks to provide e little more privecy. People cleerly get ennoyed with eech 
other end It must effect their ebl1ity to do e good job. 
I 4 Personel Opin1ons/Feellngs end Leerning 
e) Thoughts/opinions I wes surprised et how well the meeting reno John hed e reelly cleer 
egende end the others reelly knew how to telk end listen to one enother. There were some dis­I 	 egre~men~s but they got settl.ed to ~veryone's setisfection. Some of the 1ssues this orgenizetion is 
deelmg WIth ere not reel obVIOUS. l1ke some of these toxins probebly eren't going to effect you 
for e lot of yeers. If people don't see e bed effect right ewey they tend not to reelly beHeveI 	 enything will ever heppen. 
b) Feeltngs I enjoyed being e pert of the steff meeting. They were very friendly to me. The
I eddress lebeling got e little boring end tedious efter e while end I wes gled when two others ceme 

over to heIp. 

I 
 c) Knowledge end/or skills ecquired todey Ileemed how to run en effective meeting. 
You heve to heve e cleer egende but everyone needs to know how to be en effective listener too. 
I d) leerned ebout myself Ileerned thet.' cen become bored reellw Quickly wlth e tesk thet's not very interesting, but when others ceme mend sterted doing the seme thing, the time went e 
lot festerl . 
I 
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PSY 361·. Introduction to Personality (Wendy van Loy) 
Course DesCIil2tiQD' An I'ntrod ti' b' . J 
.- . uc onto 8S1C psychologIcal theories of personality. 
ServIce Leamina Component: 
· Pam The activity is designed toI 'c~padtion in a co~unity service project is required for the course. Itis mu ate m ependent thinking creativity d '. ki 
• •an commurucation s lIs. It offers an opportunity to applycourse content to real-life situations. 
. Stud~nts work in pairs and select a community service agency from a list prGvided by the Commu­ I ~ty Service <;>ffice. ~tudents spend 10 hours each during the semester working at the site. The distribu­
tion of hours IS negotiated between the student, the student's partner. and the agency, and depends on the 
needs and schedule of the agency. I 
Joumal Assianment: 
Each stude~t keeps an i~divid~al joum~ of learning experiences at the site. The purpose is to I 
promote reflectIOn on ways m which theones from the course are reflected in individuals' behaviors 
beliefs, and experiences. ' 
Students begin by describing the work environment and their reactions toward it. Students make I 
note of both factual information and inferences about personalities of individuals encountered at the site. 
This may involve. but is not limited to, perceptions of changes in personality. individual differences in 
personality. or common themes that may emerge. I 
Observations and reflections should focus on origins of healthy personality. situational factors or 
underlying dynamics which contribute to personality, the uses/abuses of attributions and categorizing I 
people. control. self-esteem. competence. helplessness. emotions and behavior, the roles of reinforce­
ment modeling, the consequences of making inferences from behavior, anxiety. frustration. aggression. 
trauma. stress. happiness. social interaction. attraction. morality, life-span personality change. impacts of I 
society and/or family. You must address at least ~ of these categories at some point in your journal. 
In each entry. you must also interpret what you saw and heard during your visit. Draw connections to 
theories and concepts discussed in class. Based on your experiences. evaluate theories for their I 
strengths and weaknesses. 

In addition to factual observations and theoretical connections. ~ entry should contain your 
 I
reactions: What impressed you? What surprised you? What met/failed to meet your expectations? 

Support your comments with explanations. Include any questions you had. and any skills or knowledge 

your acquired. At least one of your entries should address how the individual(s) feel(s) about their I 

current situation - what they like least, what they like most. etc.• and how this experience. or commu­

nity service project. has changed your view of personality. 
 I 
Evaluation: . 
. Journal. The journal is handed in twice for grading. Late journals are not accepted. Journal evalua­
tion is based on content. overall organization. technical aspects. and legibility. Entries should consist of I 
observations. interpretations. clear connections to course concepts. reactions. and explanations. A 

journal entry should be written for every visit to the s-l site. .. . 
 IDiscussion/Oral Presentation. As part of the s-I project. students ~Ill gl~e short oral presentat1o~ 

and participate in class discussions based on the journal. Attendance IS reqUIred at all oral pres:ntations 

sessions. Oral reports will be 5-10 minutes in length and will be done as a team. The prese~tation . 
 I 
should include a :tu:U'a description of the site and an analysis of the aspects found to be most mteresting 

or troublesome. The focus of the presentations and following discussion may be on what you found to 

be most important about the experience. on issues raised by the experience. or on ideas and tie-ins to I 

course content. . 

The service-learning component contributes approximately 25% to the final course grade. I 
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I Artistic activities REFLECTION AND CRITICAL 
• TheatreANALYSIS 
• Music
I • Poetry
A basic caveat in evaluating assignments 

based on work that students do at community 
I 
 Case studies (Vicki Olson) 
sites is this: 
Evaluation should focus on the 

learning and not on the service. Don't
I base grading on the experience, but on 

what's made of It. 

I 
I 
A variety of options are available in 

providing students with opportunities to reflect 

upon their service experiences and to engage in 

critical analysis. Some of these are mentioned 

below. however many other examples exist. 
I Entries indicated in bold appear as examples on 

the following pages; instructors who have used 

I particular assignments are noted where that 
infonnation is known. 
I Writing 
• Papers and writing assignments. in and out 
I of class. 

• Papers based on interviews 
I • Final papers 
PSY 356, Environmental Psychology, 
I Norm Ferguson 
Oral presentations I • Speeches! oral reports (Mary Dean; Cass 

Dalglish. Blanca Rosa Egas) 

I • SmaIl group discussion 
• Panel presentations 
I • Debates 
ExaminationsI • 	 PSY 371 Final Exam Essay Question 
(Vicki Littlefield) 
I • Written examinations 
• Oral examinations 
I 
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PSY 356 
Dr. Norm Ferguson, Fell, 1994 
Eny1ronmentel PSYChOlogy IF1nel Jo1nt Project Report 
Due Tuesdey, December 13 I 
Your report should be 800-1000 words in length (typed, double-speced). 
I 
Give your report ~ title, divide it into the following three sections using the heed1ngs indiceted end 

eddress the questions/items listed under eech sectlon. It is worth 36 pOints. 
 I 
A. 	 The Orgen1zeUon (200-250 words)-9 pts. 
• 	 Give the neme of the orgenizetlon, its locetion, end the neme of the person who supervised you. I 
• 	 How does this orgenizetion define/describe the issues/problems 11 is eddressing? Whet is its
mission? 
• 	 Who ere the orgenizetion's Cl1entele? Wah whom in the communay does this orgenizetion interect? I
• 	 Whet is the history of the orgenizetion? When wes it founded? By whom? 
• 	 How is the orgenizetion structured to echieve as goels? 
• 	 Are there women end minoray group members in leedershfp positions? I• 	 Whet ere its sources of funding end whet is the ennuel budget? 
• 	 Whet stretegfes or Psychologicel techniques do they use to eccompl1sh their goels? 
• 	 Is the epproech being used effective? Explefn. How does the orgenizetfon essess as own perfor­
mence? I 
• 	 If you were involved with this orgenfzetfon on en ongoing besis, whet chenges would you suggest
they meke end why? IB. 	Your SuperY1sor (200-250 words)-9 pts. 
Besed on en interview/discussion with your supervisor, enswer the following: I 
• 	 Why did this person decide to work for the orgenizetion? 
• 	 How long hes s/he worked for the orgenizetion? 
• Does this person work et the orgenizetion full-time or pert-t.ime? I 
• 	 Is this person peid or is a e volunteer position? . . 
• 	 Whet ere the best end most difficult espects ebout working for this orgemzetlon? . 
• 	 Whet chenges has this person seen in the organization and its mission since s/he begen workIng for I 
it? 	 t' ?
• 	 Whet does this person see es the future of the orgenize Ion IC. 	 Yourselves (400-500 words)-l 8 pts. 
Summerize your own experiences et the site. I 
• 	 Whet did you do when you were there? In whet ectivities were you engeged? 
• 	 Every new environment hes as surprises. Desc~ibe one or two thet heppened to you. 
• 	 Whet knowledge/skills did you ecquire from thiS experience? I 
• 	 Whet did your leern ebout yourself? th' 
Whet theor; es end concepts from the Environmentel Psychology course cen you r~lete to IS 
• orgenizetion's work end your experience with a? Use exemples to i11ustrete the pomts thet you I 
meke. 	 , 'f r ou?
• 	 How could this sae heve been e better leermng expenence 0 y . 
I 

I 
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Final Exam Essay \lUe5UUIIPSY 371 Psychology of Gender 
Spring, 1994, Littlefield 
The last three questions on the short answer part of the exam will be: 
My service leaming took place at _____ (name of the agency). 
The agency's main purpose is 	 (briefly mention their mission. 
My role at the agency was to 	 (briefly mention how you spent your time). 
Twenty-five percent of the grade on the fmal exam will be based on an essay question about your ser­
vice leaming experience. Prepare your answer ahead of time; however, you may run use notes or an 
outline in writing your fmal answer. The question follows: 
Consider the service leaming experience that you participated in during the semester. Discuss the 
relationship between your service leaming experience and the content of this course, the Psychol. 
ogy of Gender. 
Tips for writing an excellent answer: 
• 	 Choose 3-5 main points to focus on in your answer. Go into depth on each of these points rather 

than only briefly mentioning a number of issues. 

• 	 Tie your experiences and/or expectations to theories, ideas, findings, and research that we have 
covered in class. The answer should run simply be your opinion of what you saw and did at the 
service learning site; it should be explicitly related to the content of the course. 
• 	 Be as specific as possible in describing the relevant content of the course. A more specific approach 
will receive a higher evaluation than a less specific approach. 
An excellent answer should begin with a short introductory paragraph that tells the reader what she will 
find, and should end with a summary paragraph. An excellent answer will have a thesis, rather than just 
a topic. Each paragraph in the body of the answer should have a topic sentence that tells the reader what 
she will find in the body of the paragraph and that relates to the thesis of the essay. The body of the 
paragraph should .co~sist of evidence, references, research, etc. that support the topic sentence. There 
sho.uld be one mam,ldea per paragraph. The essay should be logically organized; there should be a 
logIcal order to the Ideas that are discussed. The essay should use transitions to move from one idea to 
the next. 
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R-2 I 
Augsburg College Service-Learning 
Courses,1991-1994 
Version 2.0 of this handbook will in~lude 
descriptions of ways in which commumtyI service-learning was infused into these 
disciplinary courses. 
I Kristin Anderson 

Modem Art
I 
I 
Dan Bruch 
Introduction to Human Society 
I 
Cass Dalglish 

Journalism 

I 
Mary Dean 

Business Law 

Joe Erickson 
I Learning and Human Development 
Norm Ferguson 
I Environmental Psychology 

Self-Identity and Values 

I Joan Griffin 

Images of the City 

I 	 Garry Hesser 
Human Community and the Modem Metropolis I, 
Chris Kimball 
History of the Twin Cities 
I U.S. History to 1877 Social Movements of the Twentieth Century 
History of American Foreign Policy I 
Vicki Littlefield 

Psychology of Gender 
I Health Psychology (proposed) 

Lori Lohman 
I Marketing Research 

I 

I 

Jay Miscovitz 
English as a Second Language 
Tom Morgan 
Sophomore Honors 
Vicki Olson 
Summer Course 1993 
Vincent Peters 
Global Peach and Social Development 
Diane Pike 

Research Methods 

John Schmit 

Business Writing 

Nancy Steblay 

Psychology of Gender 

Bev Stratton 

Biblical Studies 

Kathy Swanson 

Contemporary Issues in Literacy 

Wendy Van Loy 
MiddJe and Older Adult Development 
Personality 
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Sun 
SEPTEMBER 
4 5 
11 12 
18 19 
25 26 
OCTOBER 
2 3 
9 10 
16 17 
23 24 
30 
1 
31 
NOVEMBER 
6 7 
13 14 
20 21 
27 28 
DECEMBER 
4 5 
11 12 
Mon Tue 
6 7 
13 14 
20 21 
27 28 
4 5 
11 12 
18 19 
25 26 
1 2 
8 9 
15 16 
22 23 
29 30 
6 7 
13 14 
Wed Thu Fri Sat 
1 2 3 
8 9 10 
. 
15 16 17 
22 23 24 
29 30 
1 
6 7 8 
13 14 15 
20 21 22 
27 28 29 
3 4 5 
10 11 12 
17 18 19 
24 25 26 
1 2 3 
8 9 10 
15 16 17 
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I 
Sun 
FEBRUARY 
5 
12 
19 
26 
MARCH 
5 
12 
19 
26 
APRIL 
2 
9 
16 
23 
30 
MAY 
7 
14 
Mon Tue 
6 7 
13 14 
20 21 
27 28 
6 7 
13 14 
20 21 
27 28 
3 4 
10 11 
17 18 
24 25 
1 2 
8 9 
15 16 
Wed Thu Fri Sat 
1 2 3 4 
8 9 10 11 
15 16 . 17 18 
22 23 24 25 
1 2 3 4 
8 9 10 11 
15 16 17 18 
22 23 24 25 
29 30 31 
1 
5 6 7 8 
12 13 14 15 
19 20 21 22 
26 27 28 29 
3 4 5 6 
10 11 12 13 
17 18 19 20 
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A-6 
I Cou~e:~____-------------------------­
Community Service-Learning Pre-Evaluation 
.ervlce-Learnlng­
a teachlnll/earnlng method that connect.I meaningful community .ervlce experience. with 
academic learning, per.onal growth, and 
development of civic ,..ponalblllty.
I 
I 
1.1 am a __vear old __,male. 

__f.emale. 

I 
2.1 am a;_~first year 'tudent. 

_--1~homore. 

__"",junior. 
_--.:aenior. 

_--10ther...----------­I 3.1 am working towards alnl__- _____________m,ajor. 
I 
I 

4.This course fulfils for me a:,___,equirement for my major. 

__... requirement for my minor. 

__.... ,ective general education requirement. 

__,.,.Dersonal interest. 
I 5.1 knew part of thl. course included aervice-Iearning before I registered for it. ___YES ___,1\0 
6.1 chose to take this course because: the description in the catalogue was interesting. 
I 

I ___.a fellow ,tudent recommended it. 

___.a faculty member recommended It. 

___.It fit my time achedule and I needed the credit. 

___:' was interested in the lervice-Iearning component. 
___It's necessary for my major or minor. 
___,other..., __________________... 
I (Please check aU that apply to you.) 
7.lf service learning is an option in this cou~e. are you choosing to participate in the lervice? ___YBSI ---~ 
I a.How do you feel about the aervice-Ieaming component of this course? (Please circle the response closest to you feelings.) . 
I very positive I lOmewhat positive I aomewhat negative I very negative 
9.00 you think that community ,erviee i. a valuable and appropriate learning component within thisI . course? 'VES N:> . 
I 
 10.What, if any, res.rvations do you have about participating in community aervice? 

I A-7 
11.Ar. any of the community altes ael.cted for the course appealing to you? __~YES IIf NO. explain briefly: 	 __..."t-o 
__YES12.Are there enough optiona for community aites? IIf NO. explain bri.fly: 
I13.How many hours do you expect to b. Involv.d in community Hrvice this ••mester through your 
placement for this course? hours 
I 
14.Ara you curr.ntly activ. In: (pl.as. ap.clfy) 
___.a r.ligious organlzation? ____________ 
_ ___, hrs p/week I__~Intramural aports? ____, hrs p/week 
__....int.rcoll.glat. aports~?~-----------
___" hrs p/week 
__.....tudent gov.mm.nt?_~-_--------- ___,' hrs p/week 
__...:a campus Interest group? ____________ 
_ __,' hrs p/week 
__....community aervlc.? ___, hrs p/week I 
___o,thar extracurricula-r-a-c-r~lv':'"'iti~.-s?~---------
____, hrs p/week 
___YES __to I1S.Are you currently employed? 
__YES 
__..JIf YES. do you work on-campus? 	 tO I 
___,hoursIf YES. how many hours a week do you usually work? 
I16.Before your involvement in this course, have you ever participated in any volunteer work or 
community service? YES to 
I(Please check all that apply.) 
If YES. did you participate 	 __...:before high .chool? 

___while in high school? 

___w,hile at Augsburg? 
 I
___w,hile at another college or university? 
__..,;:other.
, 
?_____________.... 
I
___.a .chool based program?If YES. was it conducted through 
___.a religiOUS organization? 

___o,wn Initiative? 

__..JAugsburg Community Service Office? 
 I
___other....'____________~? 
If YES. briefly describe your aervic ••xp.ri.nc. (name of organization, volunteer responsibilities I 
and tasks••tc.):~__-------------------­
___to I 
17.Hav. you ev.r participated in an intemship? YES 
If YES. was It at (please apacify) 
___,a non-profit organization? ___________ I 
___,a for·profit organization? ____________ 
___a gov.rnm.nt agency?r___________ 
___o,ther?__________________ I 
18.00 you .xpect to.p.nd tim. volunt••ring aft.r this a.m.ster. I, over? --­ I 
A-8 I 
I 
I 
 USING THIS RATING SCALE. PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING: 

Very extenalvely EJetenalvely Somewhat Very little NoneI 2 16 4 3 
I To what .¥t,nt bave your prayioua .medene" outllde of college thus far .nGled you to: 
Learn about a culture/cultures different than your own I Critically reflect upon your own values and bias 
I 
Improve your written communication akills 

Improve your oral communication akills 

Improve your critical thinking/analytical ,kills 

Improve your problem IOlving akllls 

Understand bow communities and cities work or function 
I 
 Comments on the above section: 

I 
I 
I 
To what extent has YOur college experience thus far enabled YOu to; 
I Learn about a culture/cultures different than your own 
Critically reflect upon your own values and bias 

Improve your written communication skills 
I Improve your oral communication skills 

I 
Improve your critical thinking/analytical skills 
Improve your probl.m solving skills 
Understand how communities and cities work or function 
Comments on the above section: 
I 

I 

I 

THANKYOUI 
I 

I 

I A-9 
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A-lO I 
Guide to Service-Learning Sites and 
Student Responsibilities1 
Before Your First Visit 
Select a community OIKanization from the list 
provided. 
• 	 Select something that you're interested in. 
• 	 H you have any questions about a particular 
site, call either Mary True or the contact 
person at the site.I • 	 Select a site that is convenient for you. 
• Select an organizations that has hours that 
I work for you. 
Call the contact person. 
• Give your name, say that you are an Augs­I burg student, give the name of the class for 
which you are doing this service component. 
I • 	 Ask what types of activities/projects, etc. 
you would be involved in if you decided to 
do your service assignment there. I 	 • Ask what times during the day/evening! 
weekend are available for you to work. 
I • Let the contact person know the number of hours that you can work at the site. 
• Let the contact person know what you willI need in terms of information for your class 
projects, etc. 

I Set a time for a first visit. 

I 
• Schedule an appointment to work well in 
advance of the actual work date. 
• 	 Confirm the service site address and ask for 
directions if you need them. 
I • 	 H you are unable to work, call the site 
supervisor and give as much lead-time as 
possible (a minimum of 24 hours is neces­I 	 sary). The worksite depends on you to show 
up and do the agreed-upon work. it may be 
very difficult for them to find a replacement I 	 for you on short notice. (There are certain 
jobs where the work has to be done at a 
certain time. Someone must be present at 
I 
I the scheduled time to do the work.) Call the 
site supervisor directly and arrange an 
alternative date and time for your work. 
At the Site 
• 	 Arrive on time and be prepared to wor~ 
(e.g., wear appropriate clothing for the Job). 
• 	 When in doubt about what you are to do, 
how to do it, or why to do it, ask the site 
supervisor directly for clarification. 
• 	 Fill out the "Community Service Assign­
ment Time Record" each time you go to 
your community site and have your site . 
supervisor sign the signature sheet each tlme 
before you leave the site. 
• 	 Make sure to schedule the time and date of 
your next work activity before you leave. 
After You Leave for the Day 
• 	 Make entries in your journal as soon as 
possible after completing your work on a 
given day. The sooner you make your 
entries after completing the work, the more 
vivid and accurate your memories will be. 
General Advice 
• 	 If any concerns emerge about the quality of 
your work experiences and/or the supervi­
sion you receive, contact Mary True at 330­
1155 or call your instructor and discuss the 
matter with either or both of them. 
• 	 While you are at the service site, you are a 
representative of Augsburg College. Re­
member this and act accordingly. 
• 	 Do not give your home phone number or 
address to clients of the service site. 
• 	 Keep confidential information confidential. 
This rule holds true while you are at the site 
and afterwards when discussing site activi­
ties in class or with friends. 
At the End of the Course 
• 	 Arrange to give copies of any papers or 
reports that you produce about the service 
experience to your site supervisor. They are 
very interested to know what you discovered 
or concluded as a result of your work. (The 
journal need not be given to the supervisor.) 
• 	 Thank your site supervisor either in person 
or in writing. 
1 Adapted from guidelines developed by Nonn Ferguson 
and Mary Laurel True 
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A-12 
Community Service Assignment 

Time Record 

Name: 
Agency: ____________ Supervisor: ---....:.---------­
Course: _____________ Semester: __________----­
I Supervisor signature Time IN/OUT # of Hours What did you do? Date 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
For more information :egarding Community Service at Augsburg College, please call the Community 
Service-Learning Program at (612) 330-1775. 
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I (return to Mary True the second week of class)Service-Learning Locator Form 
I Course Number and Name: ________________________-­
Instructor Name: _________________ Semester and Year ----­
I Student Name (please print) Service-Learning Site 
I 
I 
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COMMUNITY SERVICE EXPERIENCE EVALUATION 
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I 
Course.~·______________________________________________________________ 
Community ServIce Site:.,'_______________~-_::__:_--------
Site Supervlsor;:___________________:u.--'-_~.l._~"'_......._____
#hfhttuc$: 
I.USING THIS RATING SCALE, PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING: 
Veryextens1vely Extens1vely Somewhat 
5 <4 3 
To what extent bas your 'ommunttv servl'e expecten'e enabled yoy to' 
Very little 
2 
None 
1 
Leam about a culture/cultures different than your own 
Critically reflect upon your own values and bias 
Improve your written communication skl1ls 
Improve your oral communlcat Ion sk 1115 
Improve your critical thinking/analytical skills 
Improve your problem solving sk Ills 
Understand how communlUes and Cities work or function 
Comments on the above sect Ion: 
II. COURSE RELATEDNESS: 
l.What Is the most important thing you learned from your service experience? 
2.How did this leaming experience compare to doing the more traditional Ilbrary term paper for a 
course? 
3.Did your experiences help you gain a better Insight Into the material and concepts of the course? 
Please explain. 
"'.How do you feel about the servlce-leamlng component of this course? (Please Circle the response 
closest to your feellngsJ 
very positive / somewhat POSitive / somewhat neg"tive / very negative 
5.00 you think that cOn)munlty service Is a valuable and appropriate leaming component within this 
course? YES NO 
A-I7 I 
I 

III.Ust the 2-3 most Important taks you do/did as part of your placement. Then rate your performance 
for each task using the scale. Write a brief comment explaining the rating on each Item. I
Best Possible Performance Average/Satisfactory Not as well as It could/Should have been done 

5 4 3 2 1 
 I
TASK RATING1._________ COMMENTS 
2._________ 
3._________ I 

Do you expect to spend time volunteering after this semester Is over? 
IV. OVERALL, WHAT WAS THE BEST ASPECT OR ASPECTS OF YOUR EXPERIENCE? 
V. Site Evaluation 
*How would you evaluate your on-site supervision and training? 

5 4 3 2 

__YES ___NO I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Excellent Adequate Poor 
COI"II"IENTS: I 

I 

*The site supervisor used my time efficiently. 
543 2 

Strongly Agree Agree Strongly I
COMMENTS: Disagree 
I 

-ThiS Site should be used again for students In.the future. 

5 4 3 2 
 I 

Strongly Agree Agree Strongly 
COMMEN"FS: Disagree I 

I
VI. IS THERE ANYTHING THAT COULD HAVE BEEN DONE TO IMPROVE YOUR COMMUNITY SERVICE 
EXPERI ENCE? 
I 

I 

A-IS I 
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1-2 I 

artistic activities ................................................ 33 

I before the course begins ................................... 18 

benefits for faculty ............................................ 12 

I 
 benefits for students ..... ............................. ........ 12 

I 

calendars ........................................................... A-3, A-S 

case studies ....................................................... 33 

challenges in doing s-I ...................................... 24 

checklist for s-I.................................................. 17
I conunon good .................................................... 3 

critical analysis ................................................. 23 

I defining s-I ........................................................ 4 

developing a s-I course ..................................... 13 

I 
 »ewey, John ....... ..... ................ ......................... 3 

essay exatns ....................................................... 33 

I 
 evaluation .......................................................... 33 
evaluation form, post-eval ................................ 23, A-t7 

evaluation form, pre-eval .................................. 21, A-7
I exmninations ..................................................... 33 

faculty who have used s-1 ................................. R-3 

I final papers ........................................................ 23, 33 

I 

first month of the course ............. ....... ............... 23 

first week of the course................... ...... ............ 2t 

I 

guide to s-I sites & student responsibilities ...... A-It 

history of s-I, national....................................... 5 

history of s-I, Augsburg .................................... 9 

infusing s-I into a course ................................... 17
I institutional support for s-I................................ IS 

interim and 5-1................................................... 25 

I journals, using ................................................... 29 

letter to s-I sites, generic ................................... 20 

I Lewin, Kurt ....................................................... 3 

I 

locator form, 5-1 ................................................ A-IS 

midsemester monitoring ................................... 23 

mission of Augsburg & s-I................................ 11 

oral presentations .............................................. 33
I organizational chart.. ....... ............... ................... 15 

Principles ofGood Practice ............................. 6 

I reflection .................... .......................... ............. 3 

responsibilities, student ..................................... ,,1 

Satnple syllabi ................................................... 18 

second week of the course ................................ 22 

site, s-I, choosing a............................................ 19 

staff support for s-I............................................ IS 

student expectations, assignment..... ....... .......... 22 

support services for s-I........ ..... ....... .......... ........ 15 

support staff for s-I.................... ................ ........ IS 

syllabi from other courses ................................. 18 

syllabus, developing the .................................... 18 

theory of s-I....................................................... 3 

time record ........................................................ 21, A-13 

timeUne for 5-1................................................... 17 

True, Mary, role of ............................................ 15 

WEe ................................................................. 25 

writing............................................................... 33 

reflection activities ............................................ 23, 33 
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I 
Community Service-Learning at Augsburg College: 
A Handbook for Instructors 
Version 1.0 
I 
 Evaluation Form 

yes __Are you a faculty member at Augsburg College? no,__ 
I 
I In the space below, please describe those things about the handbook that worked well for you 
and tell why they were useful. Also, please describe those things that did not work so well. 
Please give specific feedback on changes that need to be made to the handbook, and on additions 
that you would like to see in Version 2.0. 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Please include your name and address if you wish to be notified when Version 2.0 is available. 
I 

I 

I 
 Please send your evaluation to Service-Learning Handbook Evaluation, Center for Faculty 
Development, Augsburg College. Campus Box 97, 2211 Riverside Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 
55454 or e-maIl your comments to littiefi@augsburg.edu 
I 
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